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Abstract

Thispaper describes the design ofa high performance interface to the
Switched Multi-megabit Service (SMDS). It was implemented as a part
of The BayBridge and operates at STS-3c (155Mbps) and DS3 (45Mbps)
rates. The SMDS Interface consists of two circuit-boards: the Segmenta
tion and Reassembly (SAR) board and the SMDS board.

We first give an overview ofSMDS and ofimplementation issues. After the
overview, we discuss the architecture of the SMDS interface, starting with
the Segmentation &Reassemblyboaxd. TheSMDS board isdescribed next
in three parts: Medium Access Control, Physical Layer Convergence Pro
tocol, and Management. To illustrate the design, we present an example
starting from the initialization process through theoperational and error
recovery procedures. Finally, we draw the lessons from the design of the
SMDS Interface.
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1 Overview

1.1 What is SMDS?

Switched Multi-megabit Data Service (SMDS) is proposed by Bell Communi
cations Research, Inc. (Bellcore) as a means to connect Local Area Networks
(LANs) beyond the customer premises, across a metropolitan or wide area [1].
A typical topology is show in Figure 1.

Figure 1: SMDS Topology

The principal features of SMDS are:

High Speed: DS1 (1.5Mbps) or DS3 (45Mbps).

Connectionless: transmission is on aper-frame basis. No call setup or removal
is required.

Public: services are offered by the Bell Operating Companies. Each sub
scriber is assigned a ten-digit address following the prefix of Jaccording
to CCITT Recommendation E.164 and the North American Numbering
Plan (NANP). b

Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) is connected to alocal SMDS Switching
System (SS) (usually located at the local telephone office) via the Subscriber-
Network Interface (SNI). The interface protocol across the SNI is based on
the Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) Metropolitan Area Network Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol described in the IEEE 802.6 Standard.

There are two ways to connect CPEs to SMDS, Single-CPE and Multiple-CPE
(see Figure 2).

Single-CPE: One CPE connected to one SS.
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Multiple-CPE: A small number of CPEs connected to one SS. The CPEs and
SS will operate as a DQDB network.

MuHI-CPE

CPE CPE CPE

L_ i 1

SNI

Figure 2: SMDS Configuration

Single-CPE

1.2 Requirements to interface to SMDS

The units of transmission in SMDS are variable length messages, L3 Protocol
Data Unit (L3-PDU) of up to 9188 bytes and fixed length cells, L2 Protocol
Data Unit (L2-PDU) of 53 bytes. The cells are transmitted on to the medium
after being arranged in a I2bfis frame at the Physical Layer. The relationship
among message, cells and frames is shown in Figure 3.

• Layer 3: When SMDS is used to connect LANs across the metropolitan
or wide-area, the packets from the LANs need to be transformed into
SMDS message format. The transformation of LAN packets into SMDS
messages can be implemented in two ways: encapsulation or translation.
When encapsulation is being used, the entire LAN packet is placed in the
payload of the SMDS message. When the LAN packet is translated, its
header is stripped while its payload is placed in the SMDS message. Note
that when translation is performed, the SMDS message may need to be
re-translated back to a LAN packet once it reaches the destination CPE,
unless the CPE is directly connected to the host.

• Layer 2: After the message is constructed, it needs to be segmented into
multiple cells before the data is transmitted on to the Physical Layer.
Similarly, at the destination CPE, cells need to be reassembled into a
message.

• Physical Layer: Cells are placed in the 125/is frame structure before being
sent out to the network. The frame structure is different depending on
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the datarate being used (DS1 or DS3). Thus, the method ofplacing cells
in the frame varies with each data rate.

1.3 SMDS Interface of The BayBridge

The BayBridge [2, 3] is designed to connect FDDI LANs via SMDS as an
internetworking bridge and router. The main features of the SMDS Interface
are:

Data Rate: Although SMDS is only specified to operate at DS1 or DS3 at
the current time, STS-3c rate [4] is expected to be offered in the future.
The SMDS Interface of The BayBridge operates at the SONET STS-3c
line rate. A replacement board operating at the DS3 rate has also been
implemented.

Single-CPE: Currently SMDS is only specified in the Single-CPE configura
tion. The SMDS Interface of The Bay Bridge supports Single-CPE at
tachment to an SMDS network. Additional logic has been designed to
enable the interface to operate in the Multiple-CPE environment when it
becomes available.

DQDB MAC Chip: The SMDS Interface of The BayBridge uses the DQDB
MAC Chip developed as part of this project [fijj.

Throughput: The SMDS Interface operates at the line rates and is able to
handle back-to-back cells in both the transmit and receive directions.

Direct Connection: The SMDS Interface maybe connected directly to a host
workstationwhere it can operate as a network connection instead of being
an interface in The BayBridge (see Figure 4).

FDDI packets are encapsulated into messages before being transmitted to the
SMDS Interface. Encapsulation is chosen over translationfor its ease of imple
mentation. The drawbackofencapsulation is that someof the message payload
is used to store the FDDI packet header, thus introducing another levelof over
head. The encapsulation process is performed by the ProtocolConverter of the
Bridge Board described in [2] (see Figure 5).

The SMDS Interface is implemented to perform the following functions:

• Segmentation & Reassembly: The process of segmenting a message into
multiple cells and the reverse process of reassembling multiple cells back
to a message are performed by the Segmentation & Reassembly Board.
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• Medium Access Protocol: The DQDB protocol is used as the method to
gain access to transmit cells. The protocol is especially important in the
Multiple-CPE configuration where a number of CPEs and the SS form a
DQDB subnetwork. The DQDB protocol is implemented in the DQDB
MAC Chip on the SMDSBoard. On the transmit side, the MACtransmits
cells from the SAR Board when it gains the right to transmit. On the
receive side, the MAC copies cells intended for the CPE and transmits
them to the SAR Board.

• Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP): The PLCP logic on the
SMDS Board is responsible for placing cells in the payload of the 125/is
frame. In the reverse direction, it is also responsible for extracting cells
from the frame on the receive side. Aside from placing and extracting
cells, the PLCP also places and extracts the Payload Overhead (POH)
bytes. The POH bytes are used to implement the management functions.
The PLCP is connected tothe Framer [6] which is responsible for turning
the 125/xs frame into bits before transmitting them out to the network.
As the Framer and the optical components were not developed as part of
The BayBridge project, they will not be discussed in this paper.

• Management Protocol: The Management logic on the SMDS Board is re
sponsible for transmitting and receiving the POH bytes. Management
information at the SMDS Interface includes a numberof Error and Alarm
Indications as well as the Bus Identification Protocoland Message Identi
fier Page Allocation Protocol required by the DQDB protocol.

The major components ofthe SMDS Interface ofThe BayBridge are shown in
Figure 6.

2 Segmentation & Reassembly Board

The SAR Board operates synchronously to the SMDS line clock, segmenting
outgoing messages into cells and reassembling incoming cells into messages.

2.1 Segmentation

When the Bridge Board has an SMDS message to transmit over the SMDS
network it hands the message to the SAR Board. Messages are segmented into
44-byte cells with 9bytes ofheader and trailer information added (see Figure 7).
The segmentation process is straight forward, as it involves only one message
at a time.
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2.2 Reassembly

While Segmentation only deals with one message at a time, the Reassembly
logic must be able to handle cells from different messages arriving interleaved.
The SMDS standard currently requires that cells be accepted when up to 16
interleaved messages arrive, but is expected to increase the requirement to 128
in the future. The SAR Board was designed to accept up to 128 interleaved
messages. In addition and as an experiment, the SAR Board was designed
to accept mis-ordered cells. Mis-ordered cells are normally rejected in SMDS,
the Reassembly design ofThe BayBridge was implemented as an experiment of
fast reassembly with cell mis-ordering. There are two issues in designing the
Reassembly logic: efficient buffer management and timely cell processing. The
simplest but least efficient Reassembly protocol is to always allocate a buffer
equal to the length of a maximum SMDS message when a BOM or SSM cell
arrives. The drawback of this protocol is the inefficient use of buffer space.
While 1.2Mbytes of memory must be allocated for 128 maximum messages, a
large portion of the buffer willnot be used as most messages willnot be of the
maximum size. This means that small back-to-back messages will quickly clog
the reassembly buffer.

The most complex scheme is to allocate buffers of exactly the size of the SMDS
message. The drawback of this scheme is the ability to make timely cell pro
cessing decision when cells arrive every 2.8ps (at STS-3c rate).

2.2.1 Implemented Algorithm

The algorithm used in The BayBridge is based on [7] and is summarized in
Figure 8. Efficientuse of the cell buffer is achieved by allocating buffers cell by
cell. When a BOM or SSM cell arrives, a new entry is made in the MID Table
and a new Message Table entry is removed from the free list. The cell is placed
in the next free location in the Cell Buffer and its address stored in the Message
Table. When COM and EOM cells arrive, the MID is used to index into the
MID Table to find the correct Message Table entry for this MID value. The cell
is placed in the next free location in the Cell Buffer and its address stored in the
Message Table. The position of the address in the Message Table is calculated
using the Cell Sequence Number. Reassembled messages are removed from the
cell buffer by indexing through the Message Table and reading from the Cell
Buffer.

In this design, completed messages may be read from the cell buffer at the cell
arrival rate. The advantages of this design are:
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•

The cell buffer is used efficiently. This becomes more important as the
cell buffer size increases. This scheme is most appropriate for a switch or
for a CPE serving a large number of users.

Calculating the address of the next cell position in the cell buffer is simple
— it is the next location removed from the free list. As a result new cells
may be accepted continuously back-to-back, unless the Message Tableor
Cell Buffer is full.

However, this scheme is only worth using if the size of the Message Table is a
small proportion of the size of the Cell Buffer. This may not be the case in
some applications. The algorithm used in the SMDS Interface ofThe BayBridge
isnot well suited for SS implementations because oftheoverhead ofthe Mesage
Table.

2.2.2 An alternative algorithm

We now describe an alternative reassembly design where hardware implemen
tation is necessary (CPU is not fast enough) and where cell re-ordering is not
required (see Figure 9).

• Reassembly is comprised of three components: MID Controller, FIFO
Controller, and a shared RAM.

• When a cell is received, the Cell Type is checked. If the cell is a SSM or
BOM, the FIFO Controller allocates a free FIFO to store the cell. The
address of the FIFO is written in the Register File as the FIFO Write
Pointer. After the first cell of the message is received, the following COM
cells will be stored in the same FIFO. The Write Pointer is updated every
time a new cell of a message is received. Once the EOM cell is received,
the FIFO is ready to be read out.

• The Host will read from the FIFO, returning the FIDO to the Free List.

The MID Controller is used to store the FIFO Number ofthe FIFOs that
are currently being written. The Next Expected Cell Sequence isalso kept
in the MID Controller.

•

To ensure that the FIFOs are efficiently used, FIFOs may be allocated ina
small number of different sizes, some capable ofstoring maximum message
size (9188 bytes) while other are capable of holding smaller messages.
Upon receiving the first cell of the message, the MID Controller checks
the BAsize todetermine which FIFO is best suited tostore the message.
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3 SMDS Board

The SMDS Board is comprised of three logic blocks: MAC, PLCP, and Man
agement.

3.1 Medium Access Control

The Medium Access Control (MAC) is responsible fortransmitting andreceiving
cells (L2-PDUs). The structure of a cell is shown in Figure 10.

The MAC functions include transmitting outgoing cells and receiving incoming
cells. Each MACis connected to onebus; thus twoMACs are required per CPE.
An overview of the DQDB MAC chip is shown in Figure 11.

Outgoing ceUs:

Cells are handed to the SMDS Board by the SAR Board. When the SAR Board
requests a transmission, the DQDB MAC will wait for an appropriate empty
cell. When access is granted by the MAC, the SAR Board passes a cell to the
SMDS board. The CRC checksum is calculated by the MAC and added to the
cell trailer.

In the Single-CPE Configuration, the MAC at the CPE has full use of the
bandwidth. Whenever an empty cell is received, the MACcan immediately use
the cell, thus the DQDB protocol is not necessary. On the other hand, in the
Multiple-CPE Configuration, the full DQDB protocol needs to be implemented
as a number of CPEs will be competing to use the available bandwidth.

Incoming cells:

The DQDB MAC accepts all incoming BOM (Beginning of Message) cells that
matchanyexternal MAC address or cells with Message Identifiers (MIDs) cor
responding to messages in progress. The MAC maintains a table of current
MIDs and alerts the Host of exceptions. The MAC does not check for correct
cell ordering as this is handled by the SAR Board. The MAC checks the CRC
of all incoming cells and hands cells directly to the SAR Board for reassembly,
indicating if the cell has passed the CRC.
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3.2 Physical Layer Convergence Protocol

The Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP)is responsible forplacing cells
in the payload of the 125fis frame at the transmitting side once the beginning
of the frame has been detected by the Framer. Conversely, it is alsoresponsible
for extracting cells from the framepayload at the receiving side. Each PLCP is
connected to one direction of each bus (see Figure 12). PLCP1 is connected to
the receive side of Bus A and the transmit side of Bus B. Similarly, PLCP2 is
connected to the receive side of Bus B and the transmit side of Bus A. In the
Single-CPE configuration, the CPE receives from Bus A and transmits to Bus
B, hence only one PLCP is needed. In addition, the PLCP provides the byte
clock (5.592MHz for the DS3 rate and 19.44MHz for theSTS-3c rate) to the rest
ofthe SMDS Interface. The byte clock is derived from locking the transmitting
(local) clockwith the incoming clock from the SS.

As the frame structures of the DS3 and STS-3c rates are different, two PLCPs
were designed, one operating at 45Mbps and the other at 155Mbps.

3.2.1 DS3

As shown in Figure 13, each cell is placed in one row making the process of
placing and extracting cells simple [8]. The payload is asynchronously mapped
into the frame and a nibble stuffing technique is used to maintain the 125/is
frame cycle.

Thenibble stuffing protocol involves thesize ofthe trailer. During the first frame
of the stuffing cycle, 13 nibbles are transmitted. During the second frame, 14
nibbles are transmitted. During the third frame, either 13 or 14 nibbles are
transmitted depending on whether the frame has been stuffed. The cycles are
repeated every three frames.

3.2.2 STS-3c

As shownin Figure 14,each STS-3c row has 260 bytes of payload. This means
that more than one cell can be placed per row. Cells can start at any point in
the payload and can straddle across row and frame boundaries. This floating
payload structure makes the process ofextracting cell from the payload difficult.

There are twoways to indicate the beginning of a cell in the payload

Pointer: A byte in the Payload Overhead is used to indicate the beginning of
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the cell. This Offset Indicator represents the number of bytes from the
beginning of the row where the cell starts. After the first cell is received
based on the Offset Indicator, subsequent contiguous cells canbe detected
as they are ofthe fixed 53bytessize. If the PLCP lost trackof cells, it can
be re-synchronized upon receiving the Offset Indicator in the next frame.

Using Framing State Machine: Another way to recognize the beginning of
a cell is to search for the correct 5-byte Cell Header. To ensure that
the PLCP is detecting cells instead of mistaking a string of data for the
beginning of a cell, 6 consecutive cells must be detected before the PLCP
considers to be in In-Slot-Delineation.

Currently, the Framing State Machine is required to recognize cells while the
use ofthe Offset Indicator isoptional. TheSTS-3c ofThe BayBridge PLCP only
implements the Framing State Machine.

3.3 Management

In addition to carrying cells in the payload, each row in the 125/xs frame also
carries one byte ofthe Payload Overhead. The Framer isresponsible ofalerting
the PLCP when the first byte ofthe Payload Overhead is detected. The Payload
Overhead is used to indicate a number oferrors and alarm conditions and three
management functions [9, 10].

3.3.1 Error Indicators

The Error Indicators are set when an error condition occurs which prevent
operation. There are three error conditions:

Loss of Signal: An all-zeros pattern is detected on the incoming signal for a
long period of time (100/zs or longer).

Loss of Frame: A beginning of a frame is not detected after 3ms.

Loss of Pointer: A valid pointer is not detected after 8 consecutive frames.
This error condition is only applicable to STS-3c rate.

3.3.2 Alarm Indicators

The Alarm Indicators are set when an condition occurs which could prevent
operation. There are three alarm conditions:
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Line Alarm Indication Signal: The LAIS is sent downstream to indicate
that an error has been detected in the Line upstream.

Path Alarm Indication Signal: The PAIS is sent downstream to indicate
that an error has been detected in the Path downstream.

Far End Receive Failure/Path YeUow: The FRF signal is used to indicate
upstream that an error has been detected downstream.

3.3.3 Bus Identification

The Bus Identification Management Byte (Byte Ml in the POH) is used to
indicate which Bus a node transmits on. For example, MACA receives and
transmits on Bus A while MACB on Bus B. In the Single-CPE configuration,
the SS needs to transmit the Bus Identificationbyte to ensure that the CPE is
receiving on Bus A. However, the CPE does not need to send back its own Bus
Identification to indicate that it transmits on Bus B. On the other hand, in the
Multiple-CPE configuration, all CPEs need to transmit their Bus Identification
bytes.

3.3.4 Message Identifier Page Allocation

Asindicated in the Segmentation & Reassembly section, the Message Identifier
(MID) is used to transmit and receive cells in conjunction with the Source and
Destination Addresses. Thus, each CPE must acquire at least one MID in order
to transmit and receive in an SMDS network. The MIDPageAllocation protocol
hasbeenspecified as a distributed protocol where the SScontinuously announces
the MID value (one perframe) viathe MID Page Allocation byte(byte M2 inthe
Payload Overhead). A briefoverview ofthe protocol isrepresented in Figure 15.

In the Single-CPE configuration, there is only one CPE that needs to reserve
the MID, it does not need to notify the SS which MID value it will use. This
means that the CPE does not need to send out the MID PageAllocation byte.
In the Multiple-CPE configuration, each CPE needs to transmit its MID Page
Allocation byte to ensure that the MID value it is using is unique and has not
been reserved by another node.

3.3.5 Link Status

A state machine in the Management logic is used to determine the status of
the received link. Based on the current state and the incoming signals, the
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incoming link is considered as connected, rxJink.up or rx.link.down. These link
status indicators determine whether cells are being received. The node can then
notify its upstream neighbor of the status of the link by transmitting its own
Link Status on the opposite bus. The Link Status Signal is transmitted in the
last 3 bits of byte Gl at DS3 rate and the last 6 bits of byte H4 at STS-3c rate.

In the Single-CPE configuration, the Link Status signals determine when cells
are received from SS and when cells can be transmitted to SS. In the Multiple-
CPE configuration, if the Link Status signal shows that the received link is
down, it will cause the CPE to reconfigure the network to block out the faulty
node.

4 Operation

In this section, the operation of a Single-CPE SMDS network at the STS-3c
rate is described from the initialization process through data transmission and
error recovery.

4.1 Initialization

The initialization process at the CPE can be divided intothe following steps:

1. Looking for Start of Frame: The beginning of a frame is indicated by 3
Al bytes (11110110).

2. Looking for Start of Payload Overhead: Searching for the first byte of
the Payload Overhead is only necessary at STS-3 rate, as the Payload
Overhead can start anywhere within the column. By recognizing Jl, the
first byte ofPOH, other POH bytes can befound inthesequence following
Jl as shown in Fig 14.

3. Checking Bus Identification: The correct Bus Identification value (byte
Ml) indicates that theCPE isconnected correctly to the SS and/or other
CPEs. Bus Identification is important only in the Multiple-CPE configu
ration.

4. Checking MID Page Allocation: CPE monitors byte M2 in eachframe to
determine the MID value it will use to transmit cells. The first 511 MID
values (1 to 511) are reserved for the SS while the CPEs can use the rest
of the MID field (512 to 1023). The MID Page Allocation is important
in the Multiple-CPEenvironment only where CPEs need to obtain their
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unique MIDs. In this case, the CPE at the furthest distance for the Head
of Bus A (HOBA) will be able to reserve the first MID while the CPE
closest to HOBA will be the last to reserve its MID value (see Figure 15).

5. Checking Link Status Signal: CPE can begin to transmit cells to the SS
only after the incoming Link Status indicates that the link is connected or
rxJinkjup.

6. Lookingfor cells: Whilethe management logic processes the PayloadOver
head, the PLCP logic search through the payload for cells. Only after
receiving 6 consecutive cells with correct headers does the PLCP consider
to be in sync and begins to alert the MAC of incoming cells.

After all the steps in the Initialization process have been completed, the CPE is
ready to transmit cells to the SS. Note that the earliest time the CPE can begin
data transmission is after receiving nearly a frame or 125/is. In fact, the SMDS
Start-up Procedures require that the CPE waits for 7 seconds after receiving
frames from the SS before transmitting busy cells.

4.1.1 Data Transmission

During the data transmission process, the CPE receives cells from the SS in the
125/4« frame payload. The CPE uses the 125/xs timing marks in the receiving
direction to generate its own frames which carry cellsback to the SS.

Cells are assumed to arrive consecutively once the Cell Delineation process has
been completed during the Initialization process. If the cells are not received
correctly, the PLCP is required to search for the correct Cell Header again (as
during the Initialization process). Assuming that no serious error condition
occurs, the cells will be received in the correct sequence again. The MAC
transmits and receives cells as described in section 3.1.

Once the CPE has reserved its MID, it continues to check and keep the MID as
MID values are broadcast on the network. This will ensure that the MID used
by each CPE is unique.

4.1.2 Error Recovery

Ifanerroror alarmsignal isgenerated bytheFramer, it means that the incoming
link is no longer operating correctly. The CPE will alert the upstream node of
the condition while trying to reconfigure the network to exclude the upstream
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node. This is only applicable in the Multiple-CPE configuration; in the Single-
CPE environment, there is little the CPE can do except to notify the SS.

Errors may also arise from the MID Page Allocation protocol. As stated in
the previous section, the CPE continues to keep the MID value once it has
reserved it. If the MID value has been reserved by this CPE arrives and is
marked by another CPE (upstream), the CPE lost its MID. It needs to notify
its management and to reserve another MID value. This scenario would occur
in the Multiple-CPE environment but riot in Single-CPE.

If the PLCP starts to receive incorrectCellHeaders, it means that it has become
out-of-sync with the upstream node. In fact, if the PLCP receives 7 consecutive
cells with incorrect headers, it will stop alerting the MAC of incoming cells. It
will return to the Cell Delineation process to search for correct Cell Headers
again. If the searching process goes on for 1ms and cells are still not detected,
the PLCP will reset itselfto start the initialization process again.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a Single-CPE SMDS has been demonstrated at STS-3c rate for
direct connection or as interface to a bridge/router. While SMDS offers a com
prehensive service to the users at high speed and a path towards ATM, it is
not without problems. In this section, some of the drawbacks of SMDS are
presented: MID Page Allocation Protocol, Redundancy in SMDS Protocol, and
Cell Delineation Process.

• MID Page Allocation Protocol: The protocol requires that each CPE has
a 10-bit counter to keep track of the 1023 MID values to be broadcast
on Bus A. In addition, each M2 byte transmitted includes the two least
significant bits of the current MID to ensure that all CPEs in the network
are processing the same MID value. This requires a state machine to be
implemented as a part ofthe Management logic. It would be simpler, for
example, to assign each CPE a MID value before it is connected to the
network - the way addresses are assigned.

Redundancy in SMDS Protocol: SMDS isdesigned to interoperate with as
many protocols as possible, as a result there is a high overhead in SMDS.
There are 36 bytes in the Header and 4 to 8 bytes in the Trailer (optional
32-bit CRC). In addition, the LLC Header and SNAP Headers require 8
bytes which brings the Header to 48 bytes [11]. Thus, a minimum of 2
cells are required to transmit an IP packet or encapsulated frame.
Some examples of the overheads are:

•
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- The optional 32-bit CRC adds to the length of the header. It also
adds to the complexity of the Segmentation & Reassembly design.
Given the low bit error rate and other physical layer error checking
mechanisms (e.g. Cell CRC), the CRC is not necessary to maintain
an operational network.

- The Payload Length in each cell is redundant, as the Length of the
Message is already known.

- The Information field is padded to be word-aligned. This means the
last two bits of the BA Size field are always Os. Thus, the Padding
Length indication bits are redundant.

- The HLPI field was defined to indicate the Higher Layer Protocol
Identifier, this field could be use to indicate that the message is a
FDDI encapsulated packet. The HLPI field is always set to 1 for
LLC, thus the information about the message has to be stored in the
LLC Header and SNAP Header which adds another 8 bytes to the
Message Header.

Cell Delineation Process: If the H4 Pointer is used to indicate the begin
ning of a cell, its implementation would only require a comparator and
a 6-bit counter. On the other hand, to implement the Cell Delineation
protocol requires a state machine, a 3-bit counter, and a 1ms timer. In
addition, there isa possibility ofcontinuing to misinterpret a 5-byte string
as the beginning of a cell if it repeats every 53 bytes.
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Figure 4: SMDS Interface as a direct connection
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Figure 5: EncapsulatingFDDI PDU to L3-PDU
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Figure 6: SMDS Interface of The BayBridge
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Figure 7: Segmentating a 250-byte message
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Figure 8: Reassembly for interleaved messages with misordered cells. The MID
Table, Message Table and Cell Buffer are implemented as separate RAMs.
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Figure 9: Proposed Reassembly design
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44 bytes

5 bytes 2bytM
2bytea

Figure 10: SMDS Cell Structure
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Figure 11: Block diagram of DQDB MAC chip. Designed using Berkeley
VLSI design tools "Octtools" and "Lager". Fabricated through MOSIS in 2um
CMOS.
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Figure 12: PLCP Connections
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Figure 13: DS3 Frame
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TOH
9 bytes

270 bytes

Payload
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H4: Offset Indicator

M1: Bus Identification

M2: MIDPage Allocation

Figure 14: STS3 Frame

Head of Bus A generates MID values
Other nodes observe &keep MID value

HOBB repeats MID values back on Bus B
Other nodes reserve MID values

MID is a 10-bit field

There are 1023 MID values

1 to 511: reserved for SS

512 to 1023: to be used by CPEs

Figure 15: MID Page Allocation Protocol
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